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Description

The present invention relates to a record mode setting apparatus for controlling program recording operation by recording means in response to a VPS code multiplexed on a broadcasting signal.

In West Germany, a program presetting system referred to as a VPS (video program system) has been widely used in a video tape recorder. The VPS is adapted such that timer recording of the video tape recorder can be controlled on the side of a broadcasting station when the broadcasting station superposes on a video signal a digitized code (VPS code) for identifying a program and broadcasts the same. The VPS is disclosed in detail in for instance DE-A-2950432 and DE-A-3243610.

Referring now to Fig. 1, description is made on an example of a conventional record mode setting apparatus using such a VPS.

Preset program information is inputted to a preset program storing circuit 6 by operation of a program preset button group 4. The preset program storing circuit 6 stores the preset program information as a preset program code and provides the same to display means 9, so that the display means displays the information. The preset program code includes a starting time code concerning the starting time point of recording, a channel code concerning a preset program channel, and an ending time code concerning the ending time point of recording (or a recording time period). The preset program storing circuit 6 also stores the set state of a VPS setting switch 5 for selecting a program preset mode. The program preset mode is set to a VPS program preset mode by turning the VPS setting switch 5 on and set to a normal program preset mode by turning the VPS setting switch 5 off. In the VPS program preset mode, a program is recorded in response to a VPS code multiplexed on a video signal independently of the starting time of recording and the ending time of recording as represented by the preset program code. In the normal program preset mode, the program is recorded from the starting time of recording to the ending time of recording in accordance with the actual time. The VPS code includes at least a program code showing the predicted starting time of a program.

In the VPS program preset mode, a before-three hours determining circuit 13 compares real-time information outputted from a clock circuit 11 with the starting time code stored in the preset program storing circuit 6 and starts operating a second power supply circuit 15 three hours, for example, before the starting time recording. Thus, a tuner 2 is driven. A channel selecting circuit 12 inputs a channel code stored in the preset program storing circuit 6 and applies a corresponding tuning voltage to the tuner 2. Thus, the tuner 2 selects a video signal corresponding to a preset program channel from a broadcasting signal obtained by an antenna 1 and applies the video signal to a VPS decoder 3. As a result, the VPS decoder 3 starts decoding the VPS code three hours before the starting time of recording and continues to send the same to a code latch circuit 7.

A preset program coincidence determining circuit 8 compares a program code included in the VPS code stored in the code latch circuit 7 with the starting time code stored in the preset program storing circuit 6 and outputs a coincidence signal when both coincide with each other. A timer control circuit 10 operates a first power supply circuit 14 in response to the coincidence signal. Thus, recording means 16 is driven by the power supply 14, so that recording of the video signal outputted from the tuner 2 is started. The recording is performed during a time period when the program code included in the above described VPS code continue to coincide with the starting time code included in the preset program code. Meanwhile, if the above described program code is changed to a code indicating interruption of the program (program interruption code), only the above described first power supply circuit 14 is not operated while the program interruption code is being produced. When the program during recording is ended, the program code included in the VPS code is changed, so that the coincidence signal is not outputted from the preset program coincidence determining circuit 8, resulting in ending of recording. Thus, in the VPS program preset mode, if the time for a desired program is changed and the time for a program is extended, the program can be surely recorded.

On the other hand, if the VPS code is not multiplexed on the video signal, the VPS code is not stored in the above described code latch circuit 7. When the preset program coincidence determining circuit 8 determines that the VPS code is not stored in the code latch circuit 7, recording is performed in the normal program preset mode.

In the normal program preset mode, the preset program coincidence determining circuit 8 compares the real-time information outputted from the clock circuit 11 with the starting time code stored in the preset program storing circuit 6 and outputs the coincidence signal when both coincide with each other. The timer control circuit 10 operates the first power supply circuit 14 and the second power supply circuit 15 in response to the coincidence signal. As a result, at the starting time of recording, recording is started. After recording is started, the preset program coincidence determining circuit 8 compares the real-time information
outputted from the clock circuit 11 with the ending time code stored in the preset program storing circuit 6 and outputs the coincidence signal when both coincide with each other. The timer control circuit 10 stops operation of the first power supply circuit 14 and the second power supply circuit 15 in response to the coincidence signal and ends recording by recording means 16. Even if the VPS code is multiplexed on the video signal corresponding to the preset program channel, recording is performed in the above described normal program preset mode irrespective of the contents stored in the code latch circuit 7 if the VPS setting switch 5 is set to the off state at the time of program presetting operation.

In Fig. 1, the portion 20 enclosed by a broken line is structured by a microcomputer.

A video tape recorder comprising the above described record mode setting apparatus can perform not only the above described normal preset program recording but also manual recording.

The above described conventional record mode setting apparatus can not control recording based on the VPS code in the case of recording by normal manual operation, so that a user can not surely record a desired program if a user does not continue to monitor the program until the program is ended.

A primary object of the present invention is to provide a record mode setting apparatus capable of performing recording based on a VPS code even in the case of recording by manual operation.

In accordance with the broadcast aspect of the present invention, it is directed to the record mode setting apparatus as defined in claim 1.

In accordance with preferred embodiment of the present invention, the record mode setting apparatus further comprises an inverting switch means and VPS mode switching means, said VPS mode switching means preventing said control signal from being supplied from said VPS control means to said recording means in response to operation of said inverting switch.

An advantage of the record mode setting apparatus according to the present invention is that recording based on the VPS code is possible even in the case of recording by manual operation, and a desired program can be precisely recorded even if the program does not continue to be monitored during recording.

These objects and other objects, features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent from the following detailed description of the present invention when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a conventional record mode setting apparatus;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a main portion, that is, a portion for recording by a normal record mode and a VPS record mode, of a record mode setting apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the other portion, that is, a portion for recording by a normal program preset mode and a VPS program preset mode of, the record mode setting apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Figs. 2 and 3 are block diagrams showing a record mode setting apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention. The record mode setting apparatus can perform recording by manual operation and preset program recording. A portion for performing recording by manual operation is shown in Fig. 2, and a portion for performing preset program recording is shown in Fig. 3. In Figs. 2 and 3, portions appended by the identical reference numerals indicate the identical portions.

Recording by manual operation is performed in either a normal record mode or a VPS record mode, and preset program recording is performed in either a normal program preset mode or a VPS program preset mode.

Since a structure and operation of the portions shown in Fig. 3 are the same as those of the conventional record mode setting apparatus described in Fig. 1, description is now made on a structure and operation of the portions shown in Fig. 2. However, many components shown in Fig. 2 are achieved by software of a microcomputer.

When a predetermined channel is selected by operation of a channel selecting button group 21, a channel selecting circuit 12 applies a tuning voltage corresponding to the channel to a tuner 2. As a result, the tuner 2 selects a video signal corresponding to the above described channel from a broadcasting signal obtained by an antenna 1 and applies the video signal to recording means 16.

When a record switch 53 is turned on, an output from the record switch 53 is stored in a mode setting circuit 32 through a lock gate 31 as a record command signal. As a result, a system control circuit 33 applies a recording set signal to the recording means 16, so that the recording means 16 records the video signal applied from the tuner 2 in a normal record mode. Such operation has been conventionally well-known. The present embodiment is characterized as follows.

In the present embodiment, the video signal obtained by the tuner 2 is also applied to a VPS decoder 3. The VPS decoder 3 derives a VPS signal from the video signal and detects a VPS code from it and applies the VPS code to a VPS code determining circuit 23, a code latch circuit 7 and a code memory 27. The VPS code determin-
ing circuit 23 determines whether or not the VPS code is multiplexed on the video signal and applies a code detection signal to a VPS mode setting circuit 22 if the VPS code is applied from the VPS decoder 3. More specifically, when a channel in which the VPS code is not multiplexed on the video signal is selected, the VPS code determining circuit 23 does not generate the code detection signal.

When a VPS setting switch 41 which is normally opened is closed, an output from the VPS setting switch 41 is applied to a holding circuit 25 as a VPS set signal. The holding circuit 25 holds the VPS set signal during a constant time period, and an output from the holding circuit 25 is applied to the VPS mode setting circuit 22. If the recording set signal from the system control circuit 33 and the code detection signal from the VPS code determining circuit 23 are generated while an output from the above described holding circuit 25 is produced, the VPS mode setting circuit 22 outputs a VPS recording set signal. More specifically, when the recording means 16 is ready for recording and the VPS code is multiplexed on the video signal after operation of the VPS setting switch 41 or within a constant time period after operation thereof, the VPS mode setting circuit 22 determines that a VPS record mode can be set and generates the VPS recording set signal in response to setting of the VPS setting switch 41. Therefore, if the record switch 53 is operated within a holding time period of the VPS set signal after operation of the VPS setting switch 41, VPS recording can be set. The VPS recording set signal is applied to a lock gate control circuit 24, a VPS control circuit 26, a write pulse generating circuit 28 and display means 9. The lock gate control circuit 24 applies a lock control signal to the lock gate 31 in response to the VPS recording set signal. As a result, the lock gate 31 prevents subsequent passage of a command signal from each of operation switches 51 to 57 and makes manual control of the recording means 16 impossible. In addition, the write pulse generating circuit 28 generates a write pulse in response to the above described VPS recording set signal.

The code memory 27 stores the VPS code detected by the VPS decoder 3 in response to the write pulse. More specifically, the code memory 27 stores the VPS code at the time of VPS setting operation. Furthermore, the display means 9 displays an indication that a record mode is set to the VPS record mode in response to the above described VPS recording set signal.

Thereafter, by setting the VPS record mode, a code latch circuit 7 repeats latching operation of the VPS code detected by the VPS decoder 3. The VPS control circuit 26 compares the VPS code latched by the code latch circuit 7 with the VPS code stored in the code memory 27, and applies a signal based on the result of comparison to the mode setting circuit 32 through a VPS mode switching circuit 30. When the VPS code latched by the code latch circuit 7 is changed from a program code to a program interruption code, the VPS control circuit 26 outputs a stop command signal. The mode setting circuit 32 commands the system control circuit 33 to stop the recording means 16 in response to the stop command signal. Thus, the system control circuit 33 makes the recording means 16 ready for stopping. When the VPS code latched by the code latch circuit 7 is changed to the original program code, the VPS control circuit 26 outputs a recording command signal, so that the recording means 16 is ready for recording again. In addition, when the VPS code latched by the code latch circuit 7 is changed to a different program code from the VPS code stored in the code memory 27, the VPS control circuit 26 outputs a recording ending command signal. The mode setting circuit 32 commands the system control circuit 33 to end recording operation of the recording means 16 in response to the recording ending command signal. Therefore, the system control circuit 33 ends recording operation by the recording means 16.

The record mode is changed from the VPS record mode to the normal record mode by operation of the record mode inverting switch 42. Therefore, a signal applied to the VPS mode switching circuit 30 from the VPS control circuit 26 is not transmitted to the mode setting circuit 32, and the locked state of the lock gate 31 is released by the lock gate control circuit 24. Thus, manual operation of the recording means 16 by a stop switch 51, a playback switch 52, the record switch 53, a pause switch 54, a fast forward switch 55 and a rewind switch 56 becomes possible. When the above described record mode inverting switch 42 is operated again, the record mode is changed again from the normal record mode to the VPS record mode, so that recording in the VPS record mode is performed. The change of the record mode is displayed by the display means 9.

Furthermore, the lock gate control circuit 24 is controlled by operation of a lock switching switch 43 which is normally opened. In the VPS record mode, when the lock switching switch 43 is depressed, the lock control signal outputted from the lock gate control circuit 24 is not outputted, so that the locked state of the lock gate 31 is released. Therefore, the recording means 16 can be controlled by operation of the operating switches 51 to 57. Thus, if and when it is not desired to record a commercial or the like during recording in the VPS record mode, the lock switching switch 43 is operated and then, the pause switch 54 is operated
so that recording can be interrupted. The lock gate 31 becomes to be in the original locked state by operating again the lock switching switch 43. The locked state and the unlocked state are inverted every time the lock switching switch 43 is operated. In addition, the state of the lock gate 31 is displayed by the display means 9. Meanwhile, the record mode inverting switch 42 need not necessarily by separately provided. It is needless to say that the VPS setting switch 41 may be provided with, for example, a decoder so that the VPS mode switching circuit 30 and the display means 9 are controlled every time the VPS setting switch 41 is operated by the decoder.

Furthermore, in the record mode control device, recording by a one-touch timer switch 57 is possible. When the one-touch timer switch 57 is depressed, the recording time period is stored in a timer circuit 29 in accordance with the number of times of the depression. In the present embodiment, the VPS record mode is automatically set by depressing the one-touch timer switch 57, the VPS set signal is applied from the one-touch timer switch 57 to the VPS mode setting circuit 22, so that recording is started in the VPS record mode in the same manner as when the VPS setting switch 41 is depressed. In the VPS record mode, when the one-touch timer switch 57 is operated, the VPS code detected by the VPS decoder 3 is stored in the code memory 27. Thereafter, the VPS code applied to the code latch circuit 7 from the VPS decoder 3 are compared with the VPS code stored in the code memory 27. When the VPS code applied to the code latch circuit 7 does not coincide with the VPS code stored in the code memory 27 irrespective of the recording time period set by the one-touch timer switch 57, recording is ended. Meanwhile, a ten key may be provided so that the recording time period is set to the timer circuit 29 by operation of the ten key and counting operation of the timer circuit 29 is started by operation of the one-touch timer switch 57. In this case, the VPS record mode is changed to the normal record mode by operation of the record mode inverting switch 42. In the normal record mode, when the one-touch timer switch 57 is depressed, recording by the recording means 16 is started at once, and the recording time period set by the timer circuit 29 is decreased. As a result, when the recording time period set by the timer circuit 29 elapses, that is, is decreased to zero, the recording ending command signal is outputted from the timer circuit 29, and recording by the recording means 16 is ended by the recording ending command signal.

Although in the present embodiment, the lock gate 31 is locked or disconnected in the initial state immediately after the VPS recording set signal is generated from the VPS mode setting circuit 22, the lock gate 31 may pass signals from the operation switches 51 to 57 in the initial state. In this case, so long as the lock switching switch 43 is not operated, the recording means 16 can be manually controlled.

Furthermore, if and when it is not necessary to prevent manual control of the recording means 16 while recording in the VPS record mode, the lock switching switch 43, the lock gate control circuit 24 and the lock gate 31 may be omitted.

Additionally, during VPS recording, the locked states of only signals from the pause switch 54 or only signals from the pause switch 54 and the stop switch 51 may be released by operation of the lock switching switch 43. In this case, only operation for cutting a record such as a commercial becomes possible.

Although the present invention has been described and illustrated in detail, it is clearly understood that the same is by way of illustration and example only and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the scope of the present invention being limited only by the terms of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A record mode setting apparatus for use in a video tape recorder, said video tape recorder comprising a tuner (2) for detecting from a broadcasting signal a video signal which may include a VPS code indicating at least scheduled starting time of a program, recording means (16) for recording the video signal detected by said tuner (2), and record switch means (53) for manually starting said recording means (16), the record mode setting apparatus comprising:

   VPS code deriving means (3) for deriving the VPS code from a video signal detected by said tuner (2),

   VPS setting switch means (41) for commanding a recording based on a VPS,

   storing means (27) for storing the VPS code derived from said VPS code deriving means (3), and

   VPS control means (26) for comparing the VPS code derived from said VPS code deriving means (3) with an output from said storing means (27), and for generating a control signal for controlling operation of said recording means (16) which was manually started by operation of said record switch means (53), in response to the result of comparison, characterized by VPS mode setting means (22) for detecting that both said record switch means (53) and said VPS setting switch means (41) are operated and making said VPS control
means (26) ready for operating,
said storing means (27) storing the VPS code derived from said VPS code deriving means (3) in response to a result of the detecting operation within the VPS mode setting means (22).

2. A record mode setting apparatus in accordance with claim 1, further comprising an inverting switch means (42) and VPS mode switching means (30),
said VPS mode switching means (30) preventing said control signal from being supplied from said VPS control means (26) to said recording means (16) in response to operation of said inverting switch (42).

Patentansprüche

1. Gerät zum Einstellen des Aufzeichnungsmodus für die Verwendung in einem Video-Rekorder, wobei der Videorekorder einen Tuner (2) zum Detektieren eines Videosignals aus dem Signal einer Sendestation, welches einen VPS-Code enthalten kann, der mindestens die plannmäßige Startzeit eines Programms anzeigt, eine Aufzeichnungs-Vorrichtung (16) für die Aufzeichnung des durch den Tuner (2) detektierten Videosignals, und einen Aufzeichnungsschalter (53) für das manuelle Starten der Aufzeichnungsvorrichtung (16) enthält, wobei das Gerät zum Einstellen des Aufzeichnungsmodus besteht aus:

   - einer VPS-Code-Abzweigvorrichtung (3) zur Ableitung des VPS-Codes aus dem vom Tuner (2) detektierten Videosignal,
   - einen VPS-Einstellungsschalter (41) zum Steuern einer Aufzeichnung, die auf VPS basiert,
   - einer Speichervorrichtung (27) für die Speicherung des VPS-Codes, der von der VPS-Code-Abzweigvorrichtung (3) gewonnen wird, und
einer VPS-Steuerung (26) zum Vergleich des VPS-Codes, der von der VPS-Code-Abzweigvorrichtung (3) gewonnen wird, mit einem Ausgangs-Signal der Speichervorrichtung (27), und zur Erzeugung eines Steuersignals für die Steuerung der Funktion der Aufzeichnungsvorrichtung (16), welche manuell durch die Betätigung des Aufzeichnungsschalters (53) gestartet wurde, entsprechend dem Ergebnis des Vergleichs,
gekennzeichnet durch eine Vorrichtung zum Einstellen des VPS-Modus (22) zur Ermittlung, ob sowohl der Aufzeichnungsschalter (53) als auch der VPS-Einstellungsschalter (41) betätigt sind, welche die VPS-Steuerung (26) für den Betrieb bereit macht, wobei die Speichervorrichtung (27) den von der VPS-Code-Abzweigvorrichtung (3) gewonnenen VPS-Code entsprechend dem Ergebnis des Detektiervorganges innerhalb der Vorrichtung zum Einstellen des VPS-Modus (22) abSpeichert.

2. Gerät zum Einstellen des Aufzeichnungsmodus nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß es weiterhin einen Umschalter (42) und einen VPS-Modusschalter (30) enthält, wobei der VPS-Modusschalter (30) in Abhängigkeit von der Stellung des Umschalters (42) verhindert, daß das Steuersignal von der VPS-Steuerung (26) in die Aufzeichnungsvorrichtung (16) eingespeist wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil de réglage de mode d'enregistrement pour emploi dans un appareil d'enregistrement à bande vidéo, ledit appareil d'enregistrement à bande vidéo comportant un tuner (2) pour détecter dans un signal de radiodiffusion un signal vidéo qui peut comporter un code VPS (système de programme vidéo) indiquant au moins un temps de commencement planifié d'un programme, un moyen d'enregistrement (16) pour enregistrer le signal vidéo détecté par ledit tuner (2), et un moyen de commutateur d'enregistrement (53) afin de démarrer manuellement ledit, moyen d'enregistrement (16), l'appareil de réglage du mode d'enregistrement comportant :

   - un moyen (3) d'obtention de code VPS afin d'obtenir le code VPS dans un signal vidéo détecté par ledit tuner (2),
   - un moyen (41) de commutateur de réglage VPS afin d'ordonner un enregistrement basé sur un VPS,
   - un moyen de stockage (27) pour stocker le code VPS obtenu à partir dudit moyen (3) d'obtention de code VPS, et
   - un moyen (26) de commande VPS afin de comparer le code VPS obtenu à partir dudit moyen (3) d'obtention de code VPS à une sortie dudit moyen de stockage (27), et de produire un signal de commande pour commander le fonctionnement dudit moyen d'enregistrement (16) qui a été démarré manuellement par le fonctionnement dudit moyen de commutateur d'enregistrement (53), en réponse au résultat de la comparaison, caractérisé par un moyen (22) de réglage de mode VPS afin de détecter le fait que ledit moyen de commutateur d'enregistrement (53)
et le dit moyen de commutateur de réglage VPS (41) fonctionnent et de faire en sorte que
le dit moyen de commande VPS (26) soit prêt à fonctionner,
- le dit moyen de stockage (27) stockant le
mode VPS obtenu à partir dudit moyen (3) d'obtention de code VPS en réponse
au résultat de l'opération de détection à
l'intérieur du moyen (22) de réglage de
mode VPS.

2. Appareil de réglage de mode d'enregistrement selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre
un moyen de commutateur d'inversion (42) et
un moyen de commutation de mode VPS (30),
- le dit moyen de commutation de mode
VPS (30) empêchant que le dit signal de
commande ne soit fourni par le dit moyen
de commande VPS (26) audit moyen
d'enregistrement (16) en réponse au
fonctionnement du dit commutateur d'in-
version (42).